
Kenny Cole

"Shoe Salesman" - Jeffrey Ackerman
2014
sepia ink and gouache on paper
8" x 6" 
$550.00
Jeffrey Ackerman studied painting
and sculpture at Washington
University, School of Fine Arts, St.
Louis, MO and SUNY at Albany in
their Fine Arts program. He makes
his home in Morrill Maine where he
lives with his artist wife Kathy
Weinberg. Jeff also creates cast
bronze sculptures and writes art
criticism. Jeff states: "Drawings
are often used to generate ideas,
characters and situations but this
piece moves in the opposite
direction. It is a study, after the
fact, using elements from my
sculptures and paintings. Having
already invented these characters, I
could concentrate on inventing the
situation, an otherworldly, erotic
celestial drama—not the ordinary one
the title suggests."
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Kenny Cole

"Terror Assaulter OMWOT (One Man
War On Terror)" page #1 - Ben
Marra
2015
ink on bristol board
17" x 11"
$550.00
Ben Marra (born 1977, Halifax,
Nova Scotia) is an American
illustrator and comic-book
artist. His work has been mostly
self-published in his own
imprint: Traditional Comics.  His
drawing style is reminiscent of
that of artists Paul Gulacy,
Spain Rodriguez and pinball
machine graphic illustrators.
Darick Robertson's Space Beaver,
the first comic-book to leave an
impression on him, was a
science-fiction story featuring
an anthropomorphic beaver who
displayed massive violence on the
strips. Reading this comic was an
inspiration for Marra’s later
work.
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His artistic training starts at
the School of Visual Arts under
David Mazzucchelli's tutelage and
with alternative comic artist
Dash Shaw as classmate, and then
continues in Florence (Italy)
where he studied painting in
1998. His style in his own words
is "I kind of see what I’m doing
as like what the Stooges and the
Ramones were doing as a reaction
to that big, self-indulgent arena
rock aesthetic. Making it really
raw, really punk rock, really
earthy, DIY, really gut-level,
very basic in its ecution. Not a
lot of technical efficiency.
Just, like, three-chord power pop
songs. Really short. It’s
supposed to hit you really fast,
and it’s got a really emotional
basis instead of a technical
basis. It’s really based on
people’s emotional response."
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Kenny Cole

"I Draw the Line" - Santiago Solis
2008
gouache on paper
8.5" x 11"
$500.00
Collaborative drawing between Kenny Cole and Santiago Solis of
Mexico.
From Santiago's website...translated:
Born in Mexico City, 1982. Self-taught designer and illustrator,
specializing in editorial design SCHOOL OF DESIGN BY THE
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF FINE ARTS. He Worked for Gerardo Suzan,
illustrator and designer Alejandro Magellan. He currently heads
the design studio HAND PAPER
AS WELL AS YOUR HAND BOOKS STAMP EDITORIAL. PUBLISHING PARTNER
OF ART ISSUES AND POETRY MALPAÍS. PUBLISHERS OF NICE FUCKING
BLOG GRAPHICS. His work has been published in Mexico, Colombia,
UAE, Argentina, Chile, Finland, Ukraine, Germany, Belgium,
Poland, RUSSIA, ITALY, SPAIN, CUBA, PERU AND KOREA. He LIKES TO
DO posters, books themselves and others, WITHOUT PROJECT RETURN
and collaborations with people from other disciplines such as
musicians, artists, WRITERS AND SOCIAL MOVEMENTS. BELIEVE IN
DESIGN CAPACITY AS AGENT CRITICAL CONSCIOUSNESS AND GENERATOR.
TODAY IS INTERESTED IN projects whose priorities are combined
efforts.
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Kenny Cole

"Through a Straw" - Niklas Nenzén
2009
Watercolor and ink on paper
11" x 8.5"
$500.00
Collaboration between Kenny Cole
and Niklas Nenzén of Sweden. 
Born 1970 in Örnsköldsvik and now
living in Stockholm, Niklas paints,
draws and creates book
illustrations and comics. He
describes his aesthetic: "I express
basic discreet functions of thought
in visual form, utilizing poetic
metaphor, visual rhymes and eidetic
collage. My images may be
indeterminate symbols, autonomous
objects or gifts of compensation
for withholding useful
information."
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Kenny Cole

"Black Cloud" - Kenny Cole
2015
Gouache on paper
8.5" x 7"
$500.00 
"Polar Vortex" is a series of small
gouache drawings, which depict pole
dancing. Aside from the obvious
attraction I might have as a
heterosexual, middle aged male, towards
semi-naked (my figures are fully naked!)
athletic females (I’m not depicting male
dancers), I’m also slightly offended by
the idea of pole dancing as a form of
healthy exercise. It is within this
obvious cultural shift that lies at the
crux of my interest. Consciously I am
trying to sympathetically depict my
female forms as struggling and striving.
Unconsciously I am probing my own role
as a heterosexual male, the essential
driving force behind the emergence of
pole dancing as a phenomenon.
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